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Abstract	
 
It is well known that risk factors can influence how an investment portfolio can 
perform from a bank’s perspective; therefore, a thorough risk assessment is vital to 
such big investments like in housing market. The thesis is aimed to analyze the risks 
from housing apartments in different division parameters in Stockholm, Sweden. By 
applying quantitative and systems engineering methods, it is expected to establish 
the relation between overall housing market and several housing segments in pricing 
indexes, analyze result from the quantitative model and finally provide a feasible 
portfolio regarding risk control based on given data. The goal of the thesis is trying to 
pinpoint how different housing segment factors in same parameter can reveal risk 
towards overall market and offer better outlook for risk management when it comes 
to housing apartments in Stockholm, Sweden.  
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Introduction 
	

1. Background and Literature review 
	

Over the past 20 years, housing prices in Sweden have raised rapidly. Sweden’s 
present housing price boom actually started in mid-1990s, after the recovery from a 
financial crisis caused by a previous housing boom. During the period of 1996 to 
2007, with help of increasing average salary, the house price index in Greater 
Stockholm area reached up over 200%, while the cost of investment there was 
reduced due to low interest rate environment (Boverket, 2013). Hence, there have 
been more and more international capitals being put into Swedish real estate 
market, for example, Chinese investor has become more and more interested than 
before (Wang, Ming, Kin Keung Lai, and Jerome Yen, 2014). 

 

Ever since foreigner investors could enter Swedish real estate market around 25 
years ago, the housing market there has become quite appealing. The attractive 
characteristics of housing market in Sweden can be summarized as high liquidity in 
trade, great expected rate of return of the investments, reduced transaction costs and 
well-regulated tax system. Those features and advantages, compared to other 
countries, have made Swedish real estate market stand out as the market with great 
transparency in Europe. Researchers have pointed out that “Sweden also has a strong 
well-diversified economy, stable legal system, political stability and well-developed 
consultancy and financial markets with turnover at about 9%. “(Birukova, 2014). 
Following this, the real estate market of Sweden thrives over the decades.  

 

However, risks in this market still very much exist because the real estate market is 
considered to be even more easily effected by the changes of economic-social 
phenomena such as increasing wages, changeable economic conditions, flowing 
population and irrational purchasing behavior from buyers. Also, since the value of 
the real estate properties is usually high and it requires numerous financial supports, 
it could lead to an economic catastrophe if the real estate market responds poorly to 
investments and regulation then eventually fail to function properly. Hence, this 
means that housing market in Sweden could also be facing many potential risks as 
well, even though under the shadow of its prosperity.  

 

Those specific risks in housing market of Sweden can include re-financing risks, 
government policy risks, interest rate risks, vacancy risks, location risks, the risks of 
different housing segment, etc. (Risk Management in Relation to Real Estate 
Companies, 2015). So how can we accurately pinpoint those risks and come up with a 
good portfolio as guidance is of much significance to efficiently reduce the default of 
investments, and also establish a better function relation between real economy and 
virtual economy.  
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This is never easy. A common method from recent research is to apply regression 
analysis, which includes obtaining results from data sample and coming up with a 
solution of getting correlation among the impact factors in the model. This could 
help forecast the tendency of the fluctuation in real estate market and determine to 
what extent of the risks exist. So a good sense of economic insight and the relation of 
property investment products are contributive for a correct estimation and good 
evaluation in the case. (Studenmund, 2011) This paper has started with illustrating 
the risks characteristics from a bank’s perspective in housing market of Stockholm, 
Sweden, followed by attempts of building and comparing different segment of 
housing apartments to overall housing market in Stockholm. With help of 
quantitative and systems engineering methods applied, the results would be added to 
create a risk-reduced investment portfolio that can be regarded as a gateway of risk 
control.  

	
2. Purpose and limitation 

	

This thesis is mainly focusing on the risk assessment from a bank’s perspective, using 
quantitative and systems engineering methods. In order to correctly assess the risk 
degree in housing market in Stockholm, Sweden, the big data analysis and 
comparison elaboration are applied. It is expected to fulfill the following purposes: 

 

1. Estimate the integral economic situation on housing market in Stockholm, 
Sweden; 

2. Compare different parameter segments to overall conditions in indexes, and 
interpreted the data both statistically and economically.  

3. Carry out a possible risk-reduced investment portfolio that can suggest the 
placement portion in different segment parameters of apartments in 
Stockholm.  

 

The limitation is that the thesis is standing from a bank’s perspective so it is basically 
the risk analysis for financial sectors. It did not cover the suggestion or portfolio for 
individuals or regulatory institute, however, the data derived can be used for those 
sectors as well for further arguments.  

Moreover, the thesis has excluded the possibilities of the default or foreclosure risks 
from both financial sectors and buyers. The analysis is based on the assumption that 
all housing investments are of no default or foreclosure risks otherwise the indexes 
and betas from housing market in later chapters would not be assured with accuracy 
nor based on a correct premise.   

Also, when some obvious errors in the dataset are being correct, it is subjective to 
determine which data should be excluded from the analysis, so the standard of data 
selecting can be various. In this thesis, only three key parameters are chosen for the 
indexes building, which are size of apartments, age of apartments and distances of 
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apartments from city center, so the results would be more accurate if more 
parameters are involved, fundamentally. In all, those are a few limitation factors that 
can lead to further discussions and arguments in future.  
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Risk Assessment 
	

1. From a bank’s perspective 
 

Risk Assessment and Management has been a hot topic ever since 2008 financial 
crisis took place when thousands of families lost their homes and millions of dollars 
sunk because people underestimated the risk in both financial and property market. 
The overlooked but also increased risks and uncertainty may come from not knowing 
real asset prices in the market, irrational decision-making patterns of choosing 
investment products, and failure of including good financial portfolio to be covered 
in the capital budgets. This has brought interests to economics experts and other 
parties who are aimed to seek a gateway of solving the problem in economic world 
nowadays (Lintner, 1965). So how we find the risk factors, analysis them, manage 
them and maximize the profitability out of them is key to determining the 
optimization for risk projects and markets.  

In capital market, it is known that the rate of return is equal to risk free rate plus risk 
premium. In an efficient market, the unique risks are disturbed away so it is 
important to determine the systematical risks in order to analyze the overall risks in 
financial market. Systematic risk, as measured by beta, captures that aspect of 
investment risk that cannot be eliminated by diversification. Since beta can tell the 
overall performance of an investment portfolio as a reference to obtain an expected 
rate of return, it is often regarded as a useful tool to weigh the potential risks and 
make the reference for the value of the investment (Rosenberg et al., 1995).  

So from bank’s perspective, it is significant to grasp the information of the sensitivity 
of systematical risks, which is often defined by beta value. Taking references from 
CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) from William Sharpe and John Lintner, beta 
can reveal the risk from that certain stock when compared to the market portfolio of 
investments as a whole. Besides, beta is also assumed to be the only feature in an 
investment portfolio that would make impact on the rate of return requested from a 
rational investor in an efficient market (Campbell et al., 2003). So in general, banks 
are more willing to give loans on those investments that are more correlated to 
systematical risks in capital market where the risks can be easier to track and 
analyze. So that would lead to the situation where many banks are trying to carefully 
exam the beta value of investment portfolios before they are put in the market, 
which, in turn, means that a good portfolio would consist of investments that can 
well undertake and share the integral market risks and are as well less sensitive with 
lower volatility.  

There have been many theories regarding risk assessment from bank’s perspective 
nowadays. However, risk itself is a very vague concept that is hard to quantify so 
when it comes to analyze the risk, it is difficult to know what exactly is needed to 
identify or calculate. So applying quantitative and systems engineering methods to 
set up the modeling type on risk assessment can be a very interesting 
interdisciplinary field to dig in for the quantified data of potential risks, especially in 
property market like real estate.  
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2. In Housing Market 
	

Real estate including housing market, in contrast to financial market, has its own 
characteristics on risks which include like fixed physical attributions, specific 
location, long-lived asset, illiquid asset and large investment. Therefore, real estate 
companies together with their financial supporters---banks, are exposed to risks in 
their core business like geographical risk, business cycles etc., which can affect both 
their balance sheets and the income statements. Since property value is sensitive to 
changes in both macroeconomic and microeconomic perspectives, monetary and 
fiscal policy together with demand and supply factors can influence the total risk 
levels in real estate market.  

Also, properties in housing market have mandatory needs of being purchased, which 
is followed by a fact that people need places to live in. It suggests a relatively higher 
demand than other markets so practitioners and some academic research imply that 
residential real estate has high returns with low risk. However, this view has been 
debated in recent years that the actual potential risks in housing market could be 
bigger than what it was often thought. One reason to that is from its special 
characteristics as a kind of tradable commodity property (Domian et al., 2015), which 
contains high value, bigger uncertainty of pricing prediction and business cycle 
effects. This means that economic features and risks can vary a lot during the long 
time duration of investments on real estate since there may stand lag of 
constructions, myopic expectation and elasticity from demand and supply. In all, it 
brings up a unique and interesting topic of analyzing risk factors on housing market, 
in terms of its own financial characteristics and arguments.  

Also together with housing market for an investment from bank’s perspective, it is 
worth mentioning that there is usually default and foreclosure risk involved when 
buyers couldn’t continue to pay off the loans from banks and are to lose their 
ownership of the properties. These risks that symbolize the uniqueness in housing 
market, lead to an important consideration where the limitation of households with 
wealth or fund liquidity are more likely to happen (Brown, Scott, 2016).  

	

3. In Sweden     
Like a lot of countries that have problems in local property market, Swedish market 
was also of speculation and poorly regulated in the 1990s. However, this image has 
been dramatically changed after a series of economic revolution over the past 20 
years, by reducing housing transaction costs, increasing funding liquidity and 
restoring a more transparent investing environment in Sweden (Birukova, Y.,2014). 
This has brought new vitality in the local real estate market in a stronger place for 
wider reach to target properties by investors (Savills, 2013-2014). So these features 
together with friendly business policy, thrived consultancy service and geographical 
diversification over the country, have made the housing assets in Sweden a relatively 
high yield at a low risk level. In order to dig into details of how this condition was 
formed, an analysis regarding risks on different housing segment is introduced to put 
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light upon the comparison of sensitivities from different parameters to integral local 
market level.  
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Methodology 
	

1. Hedonic modeling  
	

In economics, hedonic modeling is often used to estimate value or demand. It 
decomposes the integral pricing factor into several constituent characteristics and 
exam the value of each characteristic by putting them into regression analysis.  More 
specifically, the hedonic pricing methods are developed based on this, which will be 
used in the paper later. In hedonic pricing methods, it is assumed that the price of 
one certain product reflects the embodied characteristics value from its different 
internal segments, which are also usually coefficients that relate its attributes in the 
regression model. This implicates that independent variables that are chosen for the 
regression analysis would include “performance-related product and service 
attributes” (George, Jonathan, 2001) so the relationship between the pricing factor 
and market-segment effects would successfully made for the differences in 
measurable product performances.  

Following this principle, housing transaction activities can be also divided into many 
different characteristics and those, in turn, make up an integral expected property 
value, like other products sold in the market (Monson, Matt, 2009). Applying 
hedonic pricing methods, housing transaction prices are often viewed as a 
composition of its internal features and the method tries to measure the marginal 
effects of its own characteristics back on the price (Zietz et al., 2008). In 
mathematics, the fundamental hedonic price function is often referred to the form of:  

P = Xβ + ε  

Where P is the vector of the sale prices, X represents the explanatory variables, β is 
the vector of the regression coefficients and ε is the error term (Ayan et al., 2014).  

In practice, many empirical applications of the hedonic pricing model have 
introduced the segmentation of the area research, or even different housing markets 
(Brasington et al., 2005), which is where researchers can apply hedonic pricing 
model, collect data from relevant different influencing factors, and build regression 
analysis to test the correlation of each factor to the overall apartment prices. 
According to Jones, the idea of market segmentation comes from the introduction as 
“a means by which a product is differentiated by buyers or investors in a way which 
allows them to target the preferences and needs of identifiable sub-groups of 
demanders” (Jones et al. 2004). So this regression analysis of market segmentation 
is seen as a helpful and meaningful method to carry out the intrinsic value from each 
attribute, indirectly reveal the preferences of the researchers (Baudry et al., 2015), 
which also helps predict transaction prices by analyzing empirical data from the past.  

So in this paper, hedonic pricing model estimates the vector of time dummy 
coefficients and the house price index is calculated based on them (Wu et al., 2014), 
then it establishes the relationship between integral apartment transaction prices 
and different impact factors, which, in turn, can tell us the degree of influence from 
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the attributes (independent variables mentioned above) in a statistical and 
mathematical way.  

 

According to the basic principal of hedonic model, the regression function, where the 
transaction price of apartments in Stockholm region is set as dependent variable to 
be tested, and other factors that could impact the price are set as independent 
variables, is shown below:  

 

lnP) = α+ + α,x,) + λ)T) + ℇ,) 

P)-Apartment transaction price at time t; 

α+-Interception in function; 

α,-Correlation to P) for the influence factor  x,); 

x,)-The chosen influential factors at time t.  

λ)-Index value at time t; 

T)-Time series, dummy variable; 

ℇ,)-Residual at time t for the influence factor x,) 

Note: 

(1) Apartment transaction price P) is in natural logarithm because the semi-log 
form gives more reliable estimates in terms of heteroscedasticity, which is 
often used in cross-section datasets in real estate research (Malpezzi, 2003). 
Besides, it is better for economical interpretation as it will be illustrated more 
in later chapter.  

(2) x,)  stands for influential factors in line with the certain time series t. 
(3) If compared with first time series, which is January 2005 in this case, λ stands 

for changed value in index number based on the first time series at 100.  
	

2. Beta modeling 
	

Beta, which is also known as systematic risk in finance, plays a significant role in risk 
management, capital budgeting applications and asset pricing in investing portfolio 
(Ferreira et al., 2011). Sensitivity of the expected rate of return from an investment to 
the rate from overall market portfolio is quantified by beta according to the model 
(Bollen et al., 2015).  For example, systematic risks in an investment portfolio, in a 
way, often decide the degree of how much funds are raised, while the expected risks 
(beta) is based on the expected weighted average betas from each single asset in the 
portfolio (Reeves, and Wu, 2013). Not surprisingly, estimating this systematic risk or 
beta is linked to the problem according to the current empirical work in finance 
(Scholes, and Williams, 1977).  
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A beta (β) of an investment stands for the volatility degree compared to the market. 
It statistically indicates if the investment would be more or less volatile to the market 
investment based on an assumption that the market portfolio of all investments has a 
beta of exactly 1 (William,1972). More specifically, if the beta is larger than 1, it 
indicates that the investment tends to be more volatile than the market; if the beta is 
between 0 and 1, it indicates that the investment appears to be less volatile than the 
market or not highly correlated with market; if, however, the beta is lower than 0, it 
suggests the trend that the price of chosen investment probably would move up when 
the market value moves down. As the reference from capital asset pricing model, beta 
risk should be the only factor for which the investors would get an expected return 
that is higher than the interests of risk-free assets (Fama, 1976). Thus, beta measures 
the additional risk degree that has been added to the diversified portfolio of the funds 
from the same type (Hsu, Jason, 2014).  

Beta is important to risk assessment because it tells the systematic risks in the 
market, which cannot be reduced by diversification. Moreover, remarkably beta can 
provide a slope that represents the connection ratio of the volatility of the rate of 
return from a particular investment and the volatility of the rate of return from 
market index (Chris, 2008), which can be drawn from the hedonic modeling in 
previous chapter.  So it can have a guidance effect for bank or other financial 
institutions to exam the risk of an investment portfolio compared to the market, and 
make the decision of how much they could put their financial mortgage upon the 
certain portfolio.   

In mathematical function, the beta model is usually given as:  

𝑟2,4=𝛽+ + 𝛽2𝑟6,4 + 𝑒2,4 

where	𝑟2,4   is the excess return of the investment, r9,) is the market rate of return, β, 
is the beta value for systematic risks and e,,) stands for the error term (Ortas, et al., 
2014) 

However, nowadays it is more and more recognized that this linear model doesn’t 
really perform as accurate as expected empirically, so it leads to the more revised 
version of the function model developed for further improvement (Fouque et al., 
2012).  

As for the modeling in this paper, the linear regression of the indexes from hedonic 
model is set up followed by the basic form above.  The improved function is shown 
below:  

ln
index,)

index,)=>
= β+ + β> ln

index9?@AB))

index9?@AB))=> + e 

 

index,)-the index based on the housing segment of i at time t;  

β>-Beta value for the housing segment of i; 

index9?@AB)) - the index of the market portfolio at time t.  
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Note: 

(1)  The function is in natural logarithm because it is better for economical 
interpretation.  

(2)  Letter i could mean different kind of housing apartments taken into the 
analysis, like size of the apartments, location or age of the apartments.  

	

3. AHP modeling  
	

The mathematical model of AHP in this paper stands for Analytic Hierarchy Process. 
AHP is a systematical technique for measuring, organizing and analyzing decisions 
with complexes, applied with series of calculation and psychology patterns 
(Parasanta, 2010). AHP is built based on human’s intrinsic judgements followed by 
their perceptions or knowledge hierarchically (Bin, Zeshui,2013), so it has particular 
application setting in group decision making (Saaty, Peniwati, 2008), which is seen 
to be a power tool in this case when it comes to housing investment decision making.  
Also since it has a standard means of calculation and process, it can be used in a very 
wide variety of decision situations such as business development, risk management, 
industry and education (Saracoglu, 2013).  

In general, AHP is regarded to be a scientific way to help make a better decision for 
risk-reduced portfolio by creating different hierarchy levels (Zhao et al., 2013). For 
example, in this paper, the four-level hierarchy structure system is made for risk 
assessment in different types of real estate properties thanks to the previous 
regression results of index analysis. Then AHP can summarize how much weight sets 
of each factor should be taken through a series of matrix calculation (Zhao et al., 
2011). It is of high significance for a suggested risk-reduced portfolio in a later stage 
since weight sets here are referred to the importance of each individual housing 
segment.  

Risks are often regarded as a vague concept when it comes to assessment and 
management in finance. However, through AHP, subjective comparison between 
different factors can be objectively quantified. Therefore, in a way, the risks can be 
quantified in assessment together with qualitative analysis as a combination. The 
major process of AHP to eventually get weight sets of all relevant factors on risks 
from different property segment include:  

 

1. Analyze the relationship among influential factors in different hierarchical 
levels.  First it is important to build the overall model structure with different 
hierarchy levels according to the logic of the problem to be solved. Then 
impact factors are placed into the levels and those are compared one by one 
between each two factors to create the judgment matrixes where it is easy to 
tell which factors are seen more important than another (Saaty, 2008), in this 
paper, is the degree of how risky each factor is compared one and another. 
Judgment matrixes are the key to weight sets for relevant factors.  
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2. Carry out the weight sets. Thanks to the judgment matrixes from previous 
step, the weigh sets in each hierarchy can be calculated. There are several 
mathematical ways of doing that, however, in this paper, the process includes 
root methods for getting eigenvector W as well as the maximum eigenvalue 
λmax, and then standardizing the eigenvector W for the final adjusted weight 
sets among different factors.  

 

3. Test consistency for the judgment matrixes in each level. This means that for 
more than 2 factors in the same level of the structure, there is a need to ensure 
the importance of each factor does not conflict with one another (Ki-Chang et 
al., 2015).  For example, if C1 factor is more important than C2, and C2 is 
more important than C3, then naturally C1 is more important than C3, not the 
other way around. To get the consistency test, CI should be obtained and 

1
max

−

−
=

n
nCI λ

 where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue from step 2. Following 
that, the consistency ratio CR can be calculated, which equals CI divided by RI 
where RI can be found below as a reference. RI stands for the average random 
consistency index which is constructed by sampling matrixes in statistics. It is 
noted that consistency test is necessary only when the number of factors in the 
same level is more than 2 and normally 0.1 of CR is taken as the number for 
the boundary. If CR is less than 0.1, it could mean the consistency test is 
passed, where the weight sets now can be used correctly.  

	

	

number	
of	factors	

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

RI	 -	 -	 0.58	 0.9	 1.12	 1.24	 1.32	 1.41	 1.45	
 

Table	1:	RI	value	according	to	number	of	factors.	

	

The process of the whole calculation will be illustrated through the application of 
AHP for creating a risk-reduced portfolio in different housing segment in later 
chapter.  Compared with other decision-making theories, it has its own advantages 
such as: 

1. The results (weight sets for impact factors) is objectively quantified, so it is to 
the maximum degree that the potential bias could be avoided (Bhushan; 
Kanwal, 2004).  

2. It is followed by a series of standard mathematical calculations, which are 
simple, and can be applied in many interdisciplinary areas (Forman et al., 
2001) 

3. By comparing each relevant factors and examining the evaluation for 
inconsistency, the results are of high confidence and accuracy.  

4. Since AHP can be applied for better estimation on risk management 
(Prasanta,2010), the judgment matrixes in this paper are set according to the 
beta in different housing segments instead of experts’ grading for the 
establishment of priorities in the hierarchy levels (Zheng et al., 2010), it is 
better connected between risk assessment and AHP.  
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Data resource 
	

The raw data is coming from Valueguard AB, Sweden. It is a real estate index 
company that focuses on new financial market that is linked to the characteristics of 
the housing market in Sweden. This master thesis is in collaboration with 
Valueguard AB Sweden for data resources, and thanks to its sharing the raw dataset, 
the housing segment analysis and risk assessment can be carried out.		

	

From the original dataset of Valueguard AB, it contains massive information on 
transaction details, housing details, time details and dummy variables in different 
parameters. To simplify the model that is going to be tested, only relevant variable 
information is saved, which includes pricing details, apartment details and location 
details, sorted by year. More specifically, the chosen factors, which are variables in 
the model, are shown in the table below:	

	Table	2:	Attributes	that	are	chosen	for	the	analysis	

Note: *: including coordinate (x, y) information of apartments. 

          **: Sorted by year from January of 2005 to March of 2016, monthly segments. 

          ***: including building year and transaction year, therefore the gap is the age.  

 

It is believed that those variables are key factors to influence the fluctuation of 
apartment transaction price, therefore impact the risk degrees in housing market 
overall.  

	

	 	

Dependent	
Variables	

Apartment	
Transaction	
Price	(SEK)	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Independent	
Variables	

Size	of	
Apartment	
(m2)	

Numbers	
of	
Rooms	

Monthly	fee	
(SEK/month)	

Living	
floors	

Distance	
to	CBD	
(m)	*	

elevator	
(dummy	
variable)	

Year	
(dummy	
variable)	
**	

Age	of	
apartments	
***	
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Hedonic modeling  
	

Thanks to the data provided by Valueguard AB, Sweden, the monthly indexes have 
been created from January of 2005 to March of 2016, according to the model setting 
from previous chapter.  

1. Overall index of housing market in Stockholm area 
	

	
Graph	1:	the	index	of	overall	housing	market	in	Stockholm	area	from	2005	to	2016	

	

From the graph, it is clearly shown that the transaction price in housing market in 
Stockholm area is rising over decades in general, up to index of 206 in February, 
2016 in comparison of 100 in January, 2005 at the beginning. It means the integral 
price for an apartment in 2016 has been as twice expensive as it to be sold in 2005. 
However, the curve also demonstrates that the price didn’t only just rise. After the 
first peak at the index of 150 in August, 2007, the price was rapidly dropped and 
eventually reached down to 128 in November, 2008 and it is commonly known as the 
impact from the financial crisis starting in USA from early 2008. During the period 
of middle 2006 to end of 2009, the fluctuation of the transaction price in Stockholm 
market shows a relatively unstable environment for sales in apartments, which leads 
to an increasing risk in this period compared to the time after end of 2011 where the 
price has been generally stably rising.  

	

2. Room size segment  
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Then the dataset is narrowed down to analyze the room size segment, in order to 
compare this parameter to the overall apartment index. So the total data is divided 
into 3 different segments which are “one room”, “2-3 rooms” and “4 or more rooms” 
and then is constructed for 3 indexes based on the same principle as total index. 
Compared with the total index, the graph is shown below:  

Graph	2:	room	size	segment	indexes	in	comparison	with	total	index	

	

It is interesting that some implication is shown according to the graph:  

(1) Over the analyzed time, one room index is generally higher than total index at 
the same time frame, so it probably means that one room apartment is 
considered to be more popular among the other room types of apartments 
sold in Stockholm. 

(2) Compared with other room types of apartments in Stockholm, 4 or more 
rooms index fluctuates the most over time and is also facing a dramatic drop 
starting from early 2015. This has showed a more volatility of the investment 
of 4 or more rooms sold in Stockholm.  
	

	
3. Distance segment 

	

Same principle, the distance segment is set to be compared with the overall index in 
apartment sale market in Stockholm area. It is divided into 2 parts, which are 
apartments that are less than 5000 meters to central Stockholm and more than 5000 
meters to central Stockholm. The index graph is shown below:  
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Graph	3:	distance	segment	indexes	in	comparison	with	total	index	

	
       Some implications:  

(1) Both indexes of types of apartments with further and closer distance to CBD 
Stockholm are highly in line with total index roughly from period of early 
2007 to middle 2011. 

(2) However, in terms of further apartments to central Stockholm, it faced lower 
transaction prices compared with overall apartment market before 2007 and 
higher transaction prices after 2011. This could demonstrate phenomena that 
people might have switched interests from buying apartments near central 
before to a tendency of moving out from central of Stockholm nowadays.  
	

4. Apartment age segment 
	

For last segment, the age of apartment is chosen, which is seen as another 
important influence factor for transaction price in apartment trade market. The 
definition of relatively newer apartments is set for those that were built no more 
than 15 years ago and the rest of them are referred to be older apartments.  
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Graph	4:	age	segment	indexes	in	comparison	with	total	index	
	

Some implications:  

(1) The index of apartments that are older than 15 years is highly correlated with 
total index during the period, which shows a good stability of transaction in 
this segment.  

(2) The newer apartments have a more volatility as investments, especially during 
the early period and the sale prices are generally lower than the average 
market according to the index comparison shown above.   
 

In all, the graphs above indicate a rough relationship between different segment to 
total apartment transaction market and some obvious findings can be drawn 
according to them. However, more thorough analysis together with a quantified risk 
evaluation will be illustrated in beta section later.  

	

5. In Summary 
	

Applying regression method and putting all data from different months into STATA 
software, the integral index which contains all information of analyzed data can be 
constructed. Then data is filtered to fit the different selection criteria for housing 
segments, such as apartment size, distance to city center and age, so indexes of those 
segments are constructed accordingly as well. Using the total index as a control 
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variable, each segment can be therefore compared with it and the relatively risk 
period can be seen and other conclusion can be addressed as well.  

According to the results, in a larger scale besides the findings from data analysis 
chapter, the indexes of all 3 analyzed housing segments are in line with the index of 
total market. However, the different extents of index fluctuation in each index have 
reflected the different levels of risks that housing segment may contain.  In general, 
the housing market in Stockholm has faced a rather unstable period during the 
global financial crisis from early 2008 and then started to gradually increase 
afterwards in terms of transaction price. The most recent number has pointed that 
the price has gone as twice as it was in 2005.  

The correlation between transaction price and other analyzed parameters in 
regression for total index is summarized in the table below:  

Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	
Living	area	(m2)	 0.0126	 0.0000476	
Room	number	 0.0498	 0.0011072	

Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.00006	 0.00000069	
Apartment	floor	 0.00501	 0.0002715	
Distance	(m)	 -0.00009	 0.0000002	

Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 0.034	 0.0013578	
Time	series	(200501-201603)	 See	appendix	 See	appendix	

Table	3:	Regression	results	in	total	index	of	housing	market	in	Stockholm	

The table above tells the basic relationship between the analyzed chosen variables to 
apartment transaction price. For example, the size of the apartment has a positive 
correlation (0.0126) with price. The results match the common knowledge in real 
practice. The specific information of each index in time series is attached in appendix 
due to massive numbers. However, the graph of summary of all indexes is put below; 
where it is clear to show the total correlation among different indexes.  
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Graph	5:	Index	summary	

	

Though the graph shows the tendency of apartment prices in Stockholm, it is rather 
vague and not quantified in terms of risks. Therefore, the beta model is applied for 
further discussion.  
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Beta Modeling 
	

1. Beta Value:  
	

From the beta model set in methodology chapter, the indexes of 3 analyzed different 
segments can be run for regression to test the correlation with the integral index.  β1, 
which is also known as beta, is the key to the quantified risks in different segment. It 
is also noted that both dependent and independent variables are in line with time 
series, which indicates correlation of the changes of each two continuous months. 
The beta together with other statistic parameters from different segment is shown 
below:   

 

(1) Room size segment 
	 Beta	

value	
β1	

Standard	
Error	

95%	
Confidence	
Interval	

Adjusted	R	 P	Value	

One	room	 0.7724	 0.0871	 0.60-0.94	 0.3891	 0.000	
2-3	rooms	 1.0280	 0.0305	 0.97-1.09	 0.9027	 0.000	
4	or	more	
rooms	

1.3697	 0.2017	 0.97-1.77	 0.2700	 0.000	

Table	4:	beta	value	and	other	statistic	parameters	in	beta	model	for	room	segment	

	

(2) Distance segment 
	 Beta	

value	
β1	

Standard	
Error	

95%	
Confidence	
Interval	

Adjusted	R	 P	Value	

Closer	apart.	 0.8450	 0.0521	 0.74-0.95	 0.6827	 0.000	
Further	apart.		 1.2430	 0.0896	 1.07-1.42	 0.6110	 0.000	

Table	5:	beta	value	and	other	statistic	parameters	in	beta	model	for	distance	segment	

	

(3) Apartment age segment  
	 Beta	

value	
β1	

Standard	
Error	

95%	
Confidence	
Interval	

Adjusted	R	 P	Value	

Newer	apart.	 1.6372	 0.2222	 1.20-2.08	 0.3040	 0.000	
Older	apart.		 0.9001	 0.0315	 0.84-0.96	 0.8699	 0.000	

Table	6:	beta	value	and	other	statistic	parameters	in	beta	model	for	age	segment	

	

As seen for all the tables above in different housing segments, it can clearly tell in 
which types of apartment the most risk lies and which are riskier than average 
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market value of apartment as a whole. The beta interpretation will be 
demonstrated in next section.  

	
2. Beta interpretation 

	

Since the beta model is set in natural logarithm for both analyzed dependent and 
independent variables, it has better statistical and economic meanings in this case. 
According to the beta results shown in the beta tables above, the interpretations are 
as follows:  

(1) The average integral risk in housing market of Stockholm is set to be 1, so any 
other beta in different types of housing segment can be compared with 1. If it 
is more than 1, it means the price in this type of housing segment is more 
volatile than the overall market, thus bigger risks exists.  

(2) The beta contains economical and quantified implications as well. For 
example, in room size segment, the beta for one room, 2 or 3 rooms and 4 or 
more rooms are 0.7724, 1.0280 and 1.3697, respectively. It indicates that if the 
transaction price of total market goes up by 1%, the prices in these 3 kinds of 
apartments would go by 0.7724%, 1.028% and 1.3697%, respectively. This is a 
very important benchmark for the later analysis in AHP methods for 
suggestion of risk-reduced portfolio proposal.  

(3) The beta results regarding the correlation between total market and segment 
have a relatively good accuracy. Though the beta in 2 or 3 rooms and 4 or 
more rooms have a slight problem with 95% confidence interval where the 
confidence interval contains 1, all betas still have the P-value at 0, so the 
results are taken for continuous analysis.  
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AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) Modeling 
	

1. Constructing AHP hierarchy structure 
	

According to the model constructing steps for AHP, first the hierarchy levels are 
created. Since three impact factors (room size, distance and age of apartments) 
are chosen in this paper, the hierarchy would be constructed depending on this.  

	

Graph	6:	The	structure	of	AHP	for	different	housing	segments	in	Stockholm	

 

About the hierarchy above:  

(1) Each impact factor is different. For example: D1 means apartments that are 
older than 15 years, closer to central Stockholm and have one room; D5 means 
apartments that are older, closer but have 2 or 3 rooms. So D1 and D5 are 
actually different factors. 

(2) Since there are 21 different impact factors, there are 21 different indexes 
created for AHP. For example: the index of B1 is the index for apartments that 
have one room while the index of D1 is the index for apartments that have one 
room, closer to central Stockholm and older than 15 years.  

(3) The order from higher level to lower level can be changed, which means, for 
example, B level can present distance factor or age factor, and D level can 
present room size factor too. This order of the structure is just an example for 
constructing one risk-reduced portfolio in housing apartments.   
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2. Beta matrixes 

	

Since there are 21 different indexes constructed for AHP, applying same beta 
model, 21 different betas can be carried out as well. Together with different 
hierarchy in the model, the beta matrixes will be created, which are going to be 
used for judgement matrixes. The beta matrixes are as follows: 

(1) A-B	
	 One	room	B1	 2	or	3	room	B2	 4	or	more	room	B3	
A	 0.7724	 1.0280	 1.370	
	

(2) B-C	
	 C1	 C2	 C3	 C4	 C5	 C6	
B1	 0.9272	 0.9477	 	 	 	 	
B2	 	 	 0.6943	 1.3634	 	 	
B3	 	 	 	 	 0.4421	 1.2133	

 

(3) C-D	
	 D1	 D2	 D3	 D4	 D5	 D6	 D7	 D8	 D9	 D10	 D11	 D12	

C1	 0.983	 1.803	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

C2	 	 	 0.860	 1.174	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

C3	 	 	 	 	 0.957	 0.983	 	 	 	 	 	 	

C4	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0.774	 1.67	 	 	 	 	

C5	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1.013	 1.156	 	 	

C6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0.903	 1.111	

	

The interpretation of the beta matrixes above is, for the given beta which 
connects a lower impact factor and upper impact factor, if the upper factor 
increases by 1%, the lower factor would increase by the amount of percentage 
that equals to that beta. For example, in C-D level, the first number 0.983 
connects D1 and C1 level, it means that if the transaction the price in C1 
(apartments that are one room apartments and closer to the city center) 
increases by 1%, the price in D1 (apartments that are one room apartments, 
closer to the city center and older than 15 years) would increase by 0.983%, 
while the price in D2 (apartments that are one room apartments, closer to the 
city center but newer than 15 years) would increase 1.803%.   
 

After getting judgement matrixes from all levels, the final result of weight sets 
and consistence test can be conducted.  

 
	
	

3. Judgement matrixes 
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Since the beta matrixes are created, which presents the relation between every 
lower impact factors to upper impact factors; it is easy to re-construct the relation 
between each two factors in the same level. For example: in the beta matrixes of 
A-B, if A level increases by 1 %, B1, B2 and B3 would increase 0.7724%, 1.028% 
and 1.37% respectively. This has also showed a relation among B1, B2 and B3 
themselves compared with one another. If taken “less risky” as a higher score, the 
judgement matrixes can be created by having each beta of an impact factor divide 
one another in the same level.  

(1) Judgement matrix in B level: 
 

																																																	

𝐴 𝐵1 𝐵2 𝐵3
𝐵1 1 1.33 ∗ 1.77 ∗∗
𝐵2 0.75 1 1.33
𝐵3 0.56 0.75 1

	

	
Note *: 1.33=1.028(beta of B2)/0.7724(beta of B1), this means in a way the B1 
factor is 1.33 times more important than B2 factor based on the principle that 
less risky factor (smaller beta) scores higher than the one with bigger risk.  
**: Following the same principle, 1.77=1.37/0.7724; this way covers every 
number in the matrix and so on.  
 

(2) Judgement matrix in C level: 
 
𝐵1 𝐶1 𝐶2
𝐶1 1 1.022
𝐶2 0.978 1

																		
𝐵2 𝐶3 𝐶4
𝐶3 1 1.964
𝐶4 0.509 1

																									
𝐵3 𝐶5 𝐶6
𝐶5 1 2.745
𝐶6 0.364 1

	

	
(3) Judgement matrix in D level:	

	
𝐶1 𝐷1 𝐷2
𝐷1 1 1.834
𝐷2 0.545 1

																			
𝐶2 𝐷3 𝐷4
𝐷3 1 1.367
𝐷4 0.732 1

																									
𝐶3 𝐷5 𝐷6
𝐷5 1 1.028
𝐷6 0.973 1

	

	

																
𝐶4 𝐷7 𝐷8
	𝐷7 1 2.157
𝐷8 0.464 1

																								
𝐶5 𝐷9 𝐷10
𝐷9 1 1.141
𝐷10 0.877 1

																										
𝐶6 𝐷11 𝐷12
	𝐷11 1 1.231
𝐷12 0.812 1

		

	

4. Weight set in B level: 
	

(1) Standardized weigh set 
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A-B	Level	 		 		 		 		 		

		 B1		(1)		 B2		(2)		 B3	(3)		 	Weight	sets	(4)	 Weight	Sets	Adjusted	(5)	

B1	 1	 1.33091813	 1.7733146	 1.33141172	 0.43191381	

B2	 0.75136102	 1	 1.3323994	 1.00037087	 0.3245232	

B3	 0.56391573	 0.75052567	 1	 0.75080402	 0.24356299	

	

Note: 4 = 1 ∗ 2 ∗ (3)V  

           5 = (4)/sum(4) (Standardize weight sets)  

	
(2) Consistency test 

 
Since consistency test is necessary only when the number of factors in the 
same level is more than 2, so it means only judgement matrix in B level needs 
examining. The result is as follows:  
 

                     (Judgement Matrix)   (5) 

AW=
1 1.33 1.77
0.75 1 1.33
0.56 0.75 1

0.432
0.325
0.244

=
1.296
0.974
0.731

     
λmax = 3
CI = 0

RI = 0.58
CR = 0 < 0.1

 

Since CR is smaller than 0.1, this result has passed the consistency test so the 
weight sets can be used for risk-controlled portfolio 
	

5. Weight set in C level 
	
𝐵1 𝐶1 𝐶2 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡		𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝐶1 1 1.022 1.011 0.505
𝐶2 0.978 1 0.989 0.494

														

	
𝐵2 𝐶3 𝐶4 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝐶3 1 1.964 1.401 0.663
𝐶4 0.509 1 0.713 0.337

																		

	
𝐵3 𝐶5 𝐶6 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝐶5 1 2.745 1.657 0.733
𝐶6 0.364 1 0.604 0.267

											

	
So the weight set in C level from C1-C6 is: 
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		 B1	 B2	 B3	
Weight	set	
sum	

Description	

		 0.431913809	(1)	 0.3245232	(3)	 0.2435629	(5)	 		 	

C1	 0.50544793	(2)	 0						(4)	 0							(6)	 0.2183099	(7)	 (7)=(1)*(2)+(3)*(4)+(5)*(6)	

C2	 0.49455207	 0	 0	 0.21360387	 Same	principle	as	(7)	

C3	 0	 0.6626028	 0	 0.21502998	 Same	principle	as	(7)	

C4	 0	 0.3373972	 0	 0.10949322	 Same	principle	as	(7)	

C5	 0	 0	 0.73296286	 0.17852263	 Same	principle	as	(7)	

C6	 0	 0	 0.26703714	 0.06504036	 Same	principle	as	(7)	

	
Note: The weight set from C1 to C6 is carried out through a combination process of B 
level weight set and C level weight sets. For example, weight set for C1 is equal to 
0.50544793*0.431913809+0.3245232*0+0.24356299*0=0.21830994. This 
calculation way applies to other factors too from C2 to C6.  

	

6. Weight set in D level 
	

Same principle, the weight set from D1 to D12 can be carried out. The results are 
shown below: 

	

		

7. Summary 
 

Weight sets stand for how many percentage of the investment, from a bank’s 
perspective, is suggested to put in the portfolio where it contains different housing 
segments, since banks want to reduce the overall investing risks. The interpretation 
of weight set is, for example in B level, the suggested portfolio that would be invested 
contains 43.19% in one room apartments, 32.45% in 2 or 3 room apartments and 
24.37% in 4 or more room apartments in Stockholm, Sweden. 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 sum %
0,21830994 0,21360387 0,21502998 0,10949322 0,17852263 0,06504036

D1 0,647105947 0 0 0 0 0 0,14126966 14,1269661
D2 0,352894053 0 0 0 0 0 0,07704028 7,70402797
D3 0 0,57748826 0 0 0 0 0,12335373 12,3353727
D4 0 0,42251174 0 0 0 0 0,09025014 9,02501411
D5 0 0 0,50691764 0 0 0 0,10900249 10,900249
D6 0 0 0,49308236 0 0 0 0,10602749 10,602749
D7 0 0 0 0,68319956 0 0 0,07480572 7,48057192
D8 0 0 0 0,31680044 0 0 0,0346875 3,46875002
D9 0 0 0 0 0,53290641 0 0,09513585 9,51358526
D10 0 0 0 0 0,46709359 0 0,08338677 8,3386775
D11 0 0 0 0 0 0,5518418 0,03589199 3,58919919
D12 0 0 0 0 0 0,4481582 0,02914837 2,91483723
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Why the percentage is suggested according to AHP? It will be answered in next 
section of risk-reduced portfolio.  
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Risk-reduced portfolio   
	

Since the weight sets in each hierarchy and betas from each lower level to higher 
level are given, the risk-reduced portfolio is created following the suggested weight 
sets from each factor level. The advantage of this portfolio is that the overall risks can 
be equally distributed from higher level down to lower level, which in turn, makes the 
risks of portfolio less. The process of proof is illustrated as follows:  

	
1. Risks in different levels in terms of beta values 

	
The first thing is to determine the risks of different housing segment in different 
hierarchy, if the market price increases by 1%.  

Since the beta matrix shows the risk connection between upper level and lower level 
in the AHP model, it is easy to estimate if the market price increases by 1%, how 
many percentage of the price in each housing segment in different hierarchy would 
increase.  

if market price increases by 1%, the following factors would increase by: 

D1	 0.704103517	 C1	 0.716183965	

	D2	 1.291122845	 C2	 0.731962768	

	D3	 0.628937764	 C3	 0.71369146	

	D4	 0.859630983	 C4	 1.401594191	

	D5	 0.68268906	 C5	 0.605467181	

	D6	 0.701844467	 C6	 1.661884792	

	D7	 1.085229434	 B1	 0.7723841	

	D8	 2.34036376	 B2	 1.02798	

	D9	 0.613637961	 B3	 1.36968	

	D10	 0.700098674	

	 	 	D11	 1.500793313	

	 	 	D12	 1.848009241	

	 	 		

According to the AHP model structure, if the market price increases by 1%, B1 would 
increase by 0.7724%, which equals to its beta; and if B1 increases by 1%, C1 would 
increase by 0.9272%, which equals to its beta. So it means, if the market price 
increases by 1%, C1 would increase by 0.7724*0.9272=0.7162%, which is the same 
number shown above for C1. Following this principle, the direct risks in different 
level to market price can be carried out above.  
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2. Risks equally distributed  
	

Risk-reduced portfolio allows the market risk equally distributed into lower level and 
makes the total portfolio risk less.  

		
Risks	in	B	level	
(1)	

Weight	set%	
(2)	

B	Level	Portfolio	
Risk				(3)		

	Description	

	B1	 0.7723841	 43.1913021	 0.333603359	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

	B2	 1.02798	 32.45229742	 0.333603359	 		(3)=(1)*(2)	

	B3	 1.36968	 24.35640048	 0.333603359	 		(3)=(1)*(2)	

			 		 Total	Risk:	 1.000810076	 	Sum	(3)		

	
	 	 	 	 	 	Note: the table above means the market risks are equally distributed into 3 
different segments in B level, which is 0.33 each respectively.  

	

		

Risks	in	C	level	

(1)	

Weight	set	%	

(2)	

C	Level	
Portfolio	Risk	
(3)		

Description	

	C1	 0.716183965	 21.83099405	 0.156350079	 (3)=(1)*(2)	

	C2	 0.731962768	 21.36038684	 0.156350079	 (3)=(1)*(2)	

	C3	 0.71369146	 21.502998	 0.15346506	 (3)=(1)*(2)	

	C4	 1.401594191	 10.94932194	 0.15346506	 (3)=(1)*(2)	

	C5	 0.605467181	 17.85226276	 0.108089592	 (3)=(1)*(2)	

	C6	 1.661884792	 6.504036416	 0.108089592	 (3)=(1)*(2)	

			 		 Total	Risk:	 0.835809462	 Sum	(3)	

	
	 	 	 	 	 	Note: the table above means that B level risks are equally distributed into 2 different 
segments in C level since B1 consists of C1 and C2, B2 consists of C3 and C4, B3 
consists of C5 and C6.  

	

		 Risks	in	D	level				(1)	 Weight	set	%			
(2)	

D	Level	
Portfolio	Risks											
(3)		

	Description		

D1	 0.704103517	 14.12753585	 0.099468465	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D2	 1.291122845	 7.704240247	 0.099468465	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	
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D3	 0.628937764	 12.33508426	 0.077581817	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D4	 0.859630983	 9.024441751	 0.077581817	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D5	 0.68268906	 10.89971528	 0.074414807	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D6	 0.701844467	 10.60267199	 0.074414807	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D7	 1.085229434	 7.480937749	 0.081181368	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D8	 2.34036376	 3.468972391	 0.081181368	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D9	 0.613637961	 9.513255786	 0.058378971	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D10	 0.700098674	 8.33839379	 0.058378971	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D11	 1.500793313	 3.588382669	 0.053866461	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

D12	 1.848009241	 2.91636824	 0.053866461	 	(3)=(1)*(2)	

		 		 Total	Risk:	 0.88978378	 	Sum	(3)		

 

Note:  

The table above means that C level risks are equally distributed into 2 different 
segments in D level 

So in summary, it means this is the best percentage of each segment factor in the 
portfolio that makes equal risk distribution into next level. The total risk of the 
portfolio would be around 1, 0.836 and 0.890 in B, C and D level respectively, 
compared with the market risk always at 1. 
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Conclusion 
	

1. Apartment size 
	

Apartment size is usually seen as a very important impact factor in apartment sales 
so analyzing the data from 2005 to early 2016 in this paper can show a relatively 
accurate volatility of each size segment in terms of transaction price. By setting up 
hedonic and beta modeling, the apartment pricing indexes and the relationship of 
each segment towards the overall market can be constructed.  From the data 
analysis, the conclusion can be drawn that relatively apartments that are 4 or more 
rooms in Stockholm have the most volatility compared with other size type 
apartments, which also means the investments to be put in this segment contains a 
higher risk.  

2. Apartment location 
	

Stockholm, Sweden is often regarded as a city in shortage of accommodation 
nowadays in city center and the data analysis has proved that as well. From both 
results of hedonic and beta modeling, it has shown that, interestingly, households 
have a tendency from purchasing apartments in city center during 2005-2007 shifted 
to urban area after 2011, while during the meantime two location segments were 
highly in line with the total market. This implicates that nowadays the resource of 
accommodation in Stockholm city center is becoming more and more limited so it 
pushes people to think about buying the apartments further from city center today, 
which probably means the apartments further from city center have more investing 
value than ones closer to the center nowadays.  

3. Apartment age 
 

Without doubts the result has shown the newer apartments (less than 15 years) have 
a higher pricing volatility than older apartments, which means it contains more 
investing risks than the other.  However, this phenomenon is cooling down a bit 
these recent years since apartments in those 2 age segments are more and more in 
line with the total market the last few years in Stockholm.   

4. Risk Assessment	
 

After examining the correlation between different housing segments and overall 
market, it is interesting to going further, to determine what a reduced-risk apartment 
investment portfolio should be, and how much of each housing segment should 
consist of in this portfolio.  By applying beta modeling and AHP methods from 
Systems Engineering, the weight set of each segment can be carried out, which 
stands for how much investing funds from each segment should be put into the 
portfolio to reduce the risks as much as possible.  
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As in this paper, the housing segments of apartment size, age and location in general 
are chosen and 3 hierarchies are created. The calculation results have showed that 
for a given investment portfolio for apartments, it is wise to put the most funds 
(14.13%) into apartments that have 1 room, are older and closer to city center, 
following by the apartments that have 1 room, are older but further to city center 
(12.34%). This arrangement of the portfolio can reduce the bundled total risk lower 
than the market risk, by allowing the risks to be equally distributed into next 
hierarchy level.   
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Outlook 	
	

The innovative point of this paper is that it combines statistics regression methods 
into Systems Engineering, where the risks can be quantified so it is easy to determine 
the riskiest factor and the risk distribution in each chosen housing segments in the 
investment portfolio.  It provides guidance when it comes to risk assessment in 
housing market in Stockholm, or anywhere in the world.  

In future analysis, the methods can also be applied in other subjects for market 
analysis and risk assessment provided with data. Moreover, since the impact factors 
and segments can be chosen freely, this method of assessment can be used for other 
parameters, like apartment demands, transportation, etc. Also, since it is highly 
relying on time series, the results of the analysis are dynamic, so it needs to be 
updated all the time as the time goes by, which means it provides a real time 
suggestion for an investing portfolio from bank’s perspective. Therefore, the 
adjustment of the portfolio can be made in time and efficiently as well according to 
the economic changes every day.  
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Appendix  
1. Regression results for one room apartments in Hedonic Modeling 
Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	

Living	area	(m2)	 0.019691	 0.0001246	
Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.0000843	 0.00000173	

Apartment	floor	 0.0008845	 0.0004125	
Distance	(m)	 -0.0000793	 0.0000003	

Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 0.024819	 0.0018134	
2. Regression results for 2 or 3 room apartments in Hedonic Modeling 
Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	

Living	area	(m2)	 0.0147488	 0.000065	
Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.0000857	 0.000000861	

Apartment	floor	 0.0083096	 0.0003157	
Distance	(m)	 -0.0000982	 0.0000002	

Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 0.0453915	 0.0015232	
3. Regression results for 4 or more room apartments in Hedonic Modeling 
Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	

Living	area	(m2)	 0.0093315	 0.0001	
Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.0000559	 0.00000155	

Apartment	floor	 0.0023627	 0.0007949	
Distance	(m)	 -0.0001018	 0.0000006	

Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 0.0003509	 0.0053825	
4. Regression results for further apartments in Hedonic Modeling	
Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	

Living	area	(m2)	 0.0121289	 0.0001179	
Room	number	 0.0616272	 0.0022293	

Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.000092	 0.00000144	
Apartment	floor	 0.0061677	 0.0004607	
Distance	(m)	 -0.0000758	 0.000000444	

Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 -0.0085733	 0.0026319	
5. Regression results for closer apartments in Hedonic Modeling 
Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	

Living	area	(m2)	 0.0114567	 0.0000479	
Room	number	 0.0630628	 0.0011881	

Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.0000257	 0.000000748	
Apartment	floor	 -0.0007045	 0.0003208	
Distance	(m)	 -0.0001129	 0.000000585	

Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 0.0510184	 0.001502	
6. Regression results for newer apartments in Hedonic Modeling 
Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	

Living	area	(m2)	 0.013634	 0.0001495	
Room	number	 0.0568481	 0.003004	

Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.0000925	 0.00000193	
Apartment	floor	 0.0106663	 0.0004426	
Distance	(m)	 -0.0000835	 0.000000453	
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Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 0.0195938	 0.0041888	
	

7. Regression results for older apartments in Hedonic Modeling 
Independent	Variables	 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	

Living	area	(m2)	 0.0126399	 0.0000494	
Room	number	 0.0516008	 0.011688	

Monthly	fee	(sek/month)	 -0.0000681	 0.000000784	
Apartment	floor	 -0.0017263	 0.0003455	
Distance	(m)	 -0.0000989	 0.000000215	

Whether	or	not	have	elevators	 0.0231789	 0.0014961	
	

8. Index of total market from 2005 to 2016 
Time	 Index	Total	 Time	 Index	Total	 Time	 Index	Total	 Time	 Index	Total	
200501	 100	 200801	 142,09133	 201101	 157,74969	 201401	 175,72609	
200502	 102,82015	 200802	 141,62706	 201102	 157,90472	 201402	 177,59634	
200503	 105,09624	 200803	 143,7108	 201103	 156,38981	 201403	 177,45972	
200504	 105,91589	 200804	 146,69307	 201104	 156,6254	 201404	 179,43989	
200505	 108,74281	 200805	 146,93441	 201105	 156,04113	 201405	 179,34613	
200506	 107,0633	 200806	 144,60903	 201106	 154,20427	 201406	 179,68818	
200507	 104,23098	 200807	 142,95123	 201107	 154,24445	 201407	 182,44913	
200508	 112,22747	 200808	 141,28516	 201108	 154,27369	 201408	 184,27175	
200509	 113,91871	 200809	 137,94981	 201109	 154,59305	 201409	 185,87652	
200510	 118,90946	 200810	 130,17208	 201110	 154,62438	 201410	 186,35768	
200511	 118,71547	 200811	 128,5011	 201111	 153,03425	 201411	 186,37776	
200512	 116,14931	 200812	 130,12023	 201112	 153,56297	 201412	 185,90693	
200601	 122,33238	 200901	 134,82492	 201201	 155,23515	 201501	 191,14776	
200602	 123,21747	 200902	 139,86828	 201202	 157,18166	 201502	 193,86014	
200603	 125,9031	 200903	 141,95888	 201203	 160,11811	 201503	 196,11188	
200604	 127,72778	 200904	 141,98834	 201204	 159,82158	 201504	 198,08291	
200605	 128,3409	 200905	 141,7741	 201205	 160,45903	 201505	 197,41171	
200606	 127,14432	 200906	 139,91018	 201206	 158,58686	 201506	 197,94635	
200607	 127,05142	 200907	 140,26611	 201207	 158,79836	 201507	 198,58564	
200608	 130,44288	 200908	 142,52238	 201208	 160,96699	 201508	 201,7993	
200609	 129,44281	 200909	 145,77779	 201209	 161,82761	 201509	 204,2051	
200610	 129,92812	 200910	 148,35321	 201210	 160,81565	 201510	 204,3302	
200611	 130,34657	 200911	 146,92867	 201211	 160,91114	 201511	 203,3504	
200612	 126,54949	 200912	 147,53046	 201212	 160,24713	 201512	 202,5374	
200701	 135,86776	 201001	 149,03614	 201301	 163,62893	 201601	 204,6795	
200702	 141,09207	 201002	 149,61986	 201302	 164,40279	 201602	 206,7492	
200703	 144,02701	 201003	 150,87893	 201303	 166,3501	 201603	 205,4971	
200704	 146,64789	 201004	 148,76306	 201304	 167,26142	
200705	 148,07683	 201005	 148,22837	 201305	 167,00764	
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200706	 146,80716	 201006	 148,07744	 201306	 168,97817	
200707	 149,2273	 201007	 147,21021	 201307	 167,06201	
200708	 150,81277	 201008	 152,01888	 201308	 169,86844	
200709	 147,9206	 201009	 151,27977	 201309	 171,27427	
200710	 146,19268	 201010	 154,90032	 201310	 172,34486	
200711	 140,4839	 201011	 156,80411	 201311	 173,2736	
200712	 138,40521	 201012	 156,18552	 201312	 174,34488	
	


